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❂ FORMULA one and autosport
Hamilton puts
speculation to
one side with
pole in Italy

FRENCH
CONNECTION:
Cornish vintage
car racing driver
Simon Kelleway
is looking
forward to
returning to
Angouleme in
South West
France to
compete in a
race of pre-war
cars on the
street circuit

LEWIS Hamilton
proved the furore
surrounding his
future is firmly at
the back of his
mind by grabbing
pole for today’s
Italian Grand Prix.
Hamilton will lead
away an all-McLaren
front row at Monza as
team-mate Jenson
FORMULA ONE
Button, runner-up in
this race on the last
by Ian Parkes
three occasions, starts
second, the duo split
by a tenth of a second.
Remarkably, for the first time this year, Felipe
Massa managed to out-qualify Ferrari team-mate
and championship leader Fernando Alonso who
starts a lowly tenth.
Ferrari had employed slipstreaming tactics during
the first two sessions to aid their cause, notably
with Alonso quickest at the end of both.
Monza’s long straights lends itself to
slipstreaming, but it all went horribly wrong for the
Spaniard in Q3 as he made a mistake on both flying
laps to leave himself in the midfield come the race.
Paul Di Resta conjured the best qualifying
performance of his career with fourth, but sadly
takes a five-place grid penalty for a gearbox change
to his Force India, so will start ninth.
Michael Schumacher in his Mercedes and
Sebastian Vettel for Red Bull will move up a place to
fourth and fifth.
The same applies to Mercedes’ Nico Rosberg,
Kimi Raikkonen in his Lotus and Sauber of Kamui
Kobayashi who will start sixth, seventh and eighth,
with Di Resta ninth and Alonso tenth.
For the second time in three races Mark Webber
failed to qualify for the top-ten shoot-out, and for the
third consecutive race Red Bull failed to get both
cars into Q3 such has been their drop in pace of
late.
Webber will start 11th after missing out on a
top-ten shot by 0.067secs to Raikkonen in Q2.
Williams’ Pastor Maldonado qualified 12th, but the
Venezuelan faces a ten-place grid penalty for two
separate incidents in last Sunday’s Belgian Grand
Prix, so will start 22nd.
From Q2, it means Sauber’s Sergio Perez, Bruno
Senna in his Williams, Toro Rosso’s Daniel
Ricciardo, Jerome D’Ambrosio for Lotus and the
second Toro Rosso of Jean-Eric Vergne will all
move up a place from their qualifying positions of
13th, 14th, 15th, 16th and 17th.
D’Ambrosio, standing in this weekend for Romain
Grosjean who was handed a one-race ban for
causing a first corner pile up at Spa, finished
0.7secs shy of Raikkonen in Q2.
In Q1, there was not the usual bun fight to avoid
being the driver to drop out alongside the six
regulars from Caterham, Marussia and HRT.
The cause of those usually in the mix was aided
by Force India’s Nico Hulkenberg who ground to a
halt at the first chicane after just two minutes.
It means the 25-year-old German will start at the
back of the grid, albeit the team will have to apply to
the stewards for permission to do so given he failed
to set a time. Hamilton barely showed a glimmer of
emotion after completing the team’s third all front
row for McLaren this season.
He said: ‘Congratulations to the team. I managed
to get a half-decent lap at the end of Q3, and it’s
great to have me and Jenson on the front.’
Asked as to the distractions this week, with
speculation linking him with a move to Mercedes,
Hamilton was dismissive.
‘I haven’t had any distractions this weekend, so
it’s been quite positive, enjoying the support of my
family and friends,’ added Hamilton.
Button said: ‘It’s great for us. The last few races
shows our strength.’
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KELLEWAY ONE
OF 80 AT FIRST
SPEED FESTIVAL
VINTAGE car racing
driver Simon Kelleway was one of 80
competitors to compete at an inaugural
weekend event in
Cornwall on the
banks of the River
Tamar.

The Looe racer, driving a 1937 Riley Sprite
Special, was participating in the Pentillie Festival of Speed. The event
was affected on the Saturday by rain and the
racing was cut short
with most drivers having had two practice
runs. The timed sessions
in the afternoon were
abandoned due to delays
and weather conditions.
Said Kelleway: ‘There
are always going to be
teething problems with
a new event, but it was
the weather that spoiled
the day.
‘The hill is challenging
and shows great promise for
future events. It is good
news to have an event of
this calibre in Cornwall.’

Hillclimbs
The sun shone on the
Sunday and the event
proved a success with spectators able to get close to
the racing cars as well as
vintage Bentleys.
Kelleway and his wife,
Sara, run their own vintage
racing team, Scorched Earth
Racing, to compete in circuit
racing and hillclimbs across
the UK and France.
The couple, who are
new to engineering and
racing, do the mechanical
work on the family’s race
cars. They got involved in
motorsport racing after attending events.
Said Simon Kelleway: ‘In
September 2010, we were
sitting in the stands at
Angouleme, watching the
pre-war cars racing at this
street circuit in South West
France, and I decided I was
fed up watching and that
next year we would compete.
‘Two months later I had
a race licence and our
first race was at Silverstone in April 2011. We did
race at Angouleme later

AUTOSPORT
by Peter Willmott
that year. We shall be
back there next Sunday
for this year’s event.’
Simon has had a top-ten
race finish, out of 28 entrants, at Silverstone, and
a first in class success at a
Wiscombe hillclimb. He
was having a good race at
Angouleme, before the car
broke with two corners to
go on the last lap.
Sara and her 87-year-old
father, Clifford, also have
hillclimb licences and will
be competing next year in a
1931 Austin 7 Special.
Scorched Earth Racing is
thanking sponsors Trenderway Farm Boutique B&B,
Autoflux
Engineering,
Astins Trophies and Curious Squid Web Designs.
For further information
about sponsoring the team,
please visit the website at:
scorchedearthracing.com
❑
❑
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● A WEST Country father
and son rallying team are
racing against time to
get their car ready for a
bid for national glory at
a World Rally Championship round.
Rally driver Martin Newcombe and his co-driver and
father Peter have been
‘burning the midnight oil’ to
repair their Mitsubishi Evo
6 racing car in time for next
Thursday’s start of the
Wales Rally GB.
The Plymouth-based family partners have spent
many hours repairing crash
damage to the car to get it
fixed for the British round of
the World Rally Championship, which is based in
Cardiff and includes stages
in Mid and South Wales.
Martin Newcombe is returning to rally action during a year’s break from the
sport. His hopes of compet-

ing in Britain’s premier
rally looked in doubt when
he slid into a wall on a
damp concrete surface during the Boconnoc Festival
Rally in Cornwall.
With the car fixed, the
Newcombes are looking
forward to taking the
startline at the three-day
British event. Said Peter
Newcombe: ‘At one stage
we gave up hope and withdrew our entry, but after
that Eureka moment, when
we finally found the fault
which caused massive
wheel alignment problems,
we reinstated our entry.’
Martin Newcombe, from
Plymstock, who works as an
electrical contracts manager, said: ‘When the chance
came along to mix it with
World’s greatest rally drivers, it was an opportunity
too good to miss. Hopefully, I
can make it three podiums
in a row at the event.’
On each of the three days,
the World Rally teams of
Ford, Citroen and BMW
Mini compete, along with
professional privateers,
through three forest stages
each morning, repeating the
runs in the afternoon.
The Newcombes are competing in the national section with 100 of the country’s top drivers. The class
competitors follow the same
main route during the middle of each day with a single
pass of each stage. The National section includes 100
miles of special stages,
linked by 500 non-competi-

tive road miles. The Devon
duo competed in the full
International Rally GB in
2001, winning their N2 class
in a Honda Civic. Three
years earlier, they were
third in N1 in a Skoda Felicia. The Newcombes are
supported by service crew,
Andy Hocking and Paul
White, and sponsors Kumho
Tyres, Protyre Gupa-P and
the Tamar Towing Centre.
Martin had originally
decided to take a year out
of rallying, following an excellent performance in the
2011 season. He achieved
equal second in the open
four-wheel drive class, B13,
of the 130-car Gold Star National Rally Championship,
and 12th overall.
He said: ‘It was tough
going keeping up the pace
but it was extremely satisfying competing against the
semi-professionals. Generally, their cars were the more
superior, latest Evo 9 and 10,
and Impreza N14s, along
with a dozen or so World
Rally Championship cars.’
❑
❑
❑
● THE Tregrehan Speed
Hillclimb, a charity event,
takes place at Tregrehan
Park, opposite Par Market
near St Austell in Cornwall, between 10.00 am
and 5.00 pm today.
As well as single-seat
racing, sports cars, hot saloons, road cars and bikes,
there is also a classic
sports car run and display
as part of the Festival of
Cornish Motorsport.

GLORY BID: Father and son rallying partners,
co-driver Peter Newcombe, and his son and
driver Martin Newcombe, from Plymouth, are
seeking success in next week’s Cardiff-based
Wales Rally GB, the home round of the World
Rally Championship

Tale of three
drivers who
had weekend
best forgotten
THERE are three
drivers who departed
Spa-Francorchamps
last weekend,
hopefully appreciating
that they still have
much to learn about
life and Formula One.
Let’s start – and not
for the first time over
the years – with Lewis
Hamilton, who went
FORMULA ONE
into the weekend in an
arguably fragile state
by Ian Parkes
of mind after the death
of a close relative.
In fairness to
Hamilton, he refused to make it an issue, although
we witnessed last year what can happen to him
when his focus is divided.
His split with girlfriend Nicole Scherzinger was
deeply painful to the 27-year-old, the result being
that Hamilton lost his way on track and was
involved in a number of incidents and accidents.
On this occasion, Hamilton’s desire to express
himself via social media highlighted his mind was
not where it was supposed to be.
Twitter is a powerfully engaging tool; on occasion
it can be very informative, but it can also be highly
voracious, as Hamilton discovered to his cost.
Tweeting acronyms and phrases that contained
expletives is not the way to engage with
impressionable youngsters, and there are certain to
be many among his one million followers.
The counter argument is the public at large were
being given a rare glimpse into the inner workings
of their hero, and why should he not be allowed
freedom of expression?
After all, from the outside looking in – even in the
media – we want our sports stars to be more than
just corporate robots who are trained in the art of
PR speak.
Apparently, of his own volition, Hamilton decided
to delete the offensive tweets that referenced his
surprise after qualifying in finding himself 0.8
seconds adrift of team-mate Jenson Button, who
had grabbed his first pole for McLaren.
Hamilton had taken a wrong turn in opting for
an old rear wing, one with which he had won in
Hungary five weeks previously, as opposed to
Frome-born Button, who preferred the newer
version. That stuck in his craw, and rightly or
wrongly, he expressed his displeasure in 140
characters.
Come Sunday morning, he overstepped the
boundaries as far as the team were concerned by
tweeting sensitive telemetry data via a graph that
showed the differences between his lap and
Button’s. It is understood that Hamilton was given a
stern talking to by team principal Martin Whitmarsh,
who ordered the removal of the tweet.
But that was nothing more than a case of closing
the stable door after the horse has bolted because
by that stage the picture had been widely
disseminated over the internet.
At least Hamilton was not at fault for the first
corner crash at the La Source hairpin, but in which
he was involved and that pretty much put the tin lid
on one of those weekends to forget.
That honour befell Lotus’ Romain Grosjean who
came within inches of knocking Fernando Alonso’s
head off as his car flew over the front of the
Spaniard’s Ferrari as the melee unfolded.
Grosjean’s bump into Hamilton sparked a chain of
events which resulted in the Frenchman, the Briton,
Alonso and Sergio Perez in his Sauber involved in
an almighty pile-up that saw the retirement of all
four, and involved a few others.
Given Grosjean’s penchant for early-lap incidents
this year, the stewards took a dim view, and for the
first time in 18 years they handed out a ban that will
see him sit out today’s Italian Grand Prix at Monza.
Williams’ Pastor Maldonado is also sailing close
to the wind when it comes to a ban of his own as he
continues to rack up penalties at an alarming rate.
The Venezuelan incurred three in Belgium –
initially a three-place grid penalty for impeding
Force India’s Nico Hulkenberg in the first qualifying
session. Relegated from third to sixth, his desire
to make up lost ground clearly overcame him at
the beginning of the race as his blatant jump start
even had FIA race director Charlie Whiting shaking
his head in amazement, so picking up a five-place
penalty for Monza.
Once the safety car exited after the debris had
been cleared from the fearsome early shunt,
Maldonado then ran into the Marussia of Timo
Glock. That proved to be a double whammy as he
was forced to retire with car damage, but was
handed another five-place grid penalty for causing a
collision, meaning a drop of ten places in total for
last Sunday.
Will Maldonado ever learn the error of his ways
as the red mist has appeared far too often this
season, one that must surely be jeopardising his
future with Williams?
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